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Development of mul6sensory integra6on
In sighted and non-sighted individuals
Meike Scheller, Michael Proulx, Karin Petrini
Department of Psychology, University of Bath

Method

IntroducOon
In order to perceive the world around us, we ocen use mul6ple
senses at the same 6me to gain as much informa6on as possible.
Our brains combine this informa6on in a ‘sta6s6cally op6mal’
way – this helps us gegng the most precise percept we can
possibly get (Ernst & Banks, 2002).
However, in order to assess object size, children do not combine
hearing and touch informa6on in an op6mal fashion up to eleven
years of age (Petrini et al., 2014).
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Method build on Petrini et al. (2014). Method has been modiﬁed using a Psi adap6ve staircase
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Typically sighted adults integrate audio-hap6c size informa6on in a
sta6s6cally op6mal fashion, while children don’t integrate before
adolescence.
Less precise
Very preliminary data suggests that visually impaired/blind children
express a stronger hap6c dominance than sighted children, and that they
don’t integrate non-visual informa6on earlier. However, one (late) blind
adult showed integra6on comparable to typically sighted individuals.
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Our new method has been shown to successfully measure sta6s6cally
op6mal mul6sensory integra6on in sighted adults. It replicates and
extends the ﬁndings from Petrini et al., 2014, despite using diﬀerent
psychophysical measures and par6cipants.
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Blindness

During this developmental process visual informa6on seems to
play an important role during development for the calibra6on of
senses (Gori et al., 2008).
Hence, we are trying to understand if blind people, who rely a
lot on more hearing and touch, can combine this informa6on at
an earlier age or if they cannot combine this informa6on at all.

Children ( 7-14years )

Understanding when op6mal integra6on of sound and touch emerges in
the absence of vision is fundamental to develop new, or enhance
available assis6ve technologies that translate visual informa6on into touch
and sound (Scheller, Petrini, Proulx, in press). It further deepens our
understanding about developmental mechanisms before op6mal
integra6on emerges.

